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1. !!).~ Slo'tl!IJ.i an Orp_!)_an Acc11sati ve 
Perl ~ut ter and Orelni k <1973; her •a fter PLO) observe th at Slovenian 
ex'1ib i h al l o.f the syntactic phenomen a in ( I) through <S> , and they· propose 
that t hese generalizations are nearly 'sufficient to explain the appearance in 
the language of a surprising construction they call the Orphan Accuiative · 
<OrphACC). Th~ addit ional assu•ption needed to pr edic t the OrphACC , in P&O's 
account, i s rule ordering. In the remai nder of this section I will illustrate 
the OrphACC and s ketch P&O's analysis~ which is -couched in tr an1for1ational 
tl! r u . In the next .section I observe that this anal ysis has several 
unfortunate pr operti es, but that they vanish ~hen the ,nalys i s i s recast in 
nant ransfarmatianal ter•s, · However , the involvement of the graa~atical 
featur·e of aniucy in these phenocnena turns out to be probl ematic . In 
5ect i ons .3-5 I shift 1 rom Sloveni ari to Russian and di scuss th e analytical and 
theoretical i ssues thi t arise there frao the interactions of case , gender, 
nuabt r, •nd animacy. 
11) 	 The ACC for111 of the HASC S6 i s identical to the 6EN ·for11 ·fo·r 
+AN <animate) Ns, ta the NOH for a . far -AN lin1ni aatel Ns;·FEH SG 
Ns have di s ti nct NOH, ACC, and SEN for as . 
<2> 	 Modifiers - in· particular, adjectives and deter ainer s ·:. ·agre·e with 
t heir head Ns in GENO, 'CASE, and NUN. 
(3) 	 A definite prodoun can. serve as an NP ·aarking identity of sense as 
Nell as identit~ af referenc e: 
<4) A definite pronoun cannot serve as a aadified N 11ar king identity of 
sense, however; instead t he N slot 1, .e11pty when thert are 
•odifier!i°, · 
<5> 	 ' Al l definite pron~uns ~ regardl es s of their refertnce , are 
gr ammatical ly +AN; in this respect they ar e like: certain 
..refer entially inani mate nouns t hat are gram•atically +AN, 
like i! 'ace' . . 
Consider what happens when Ne construct a NP containing bath an 
adjectival modifier and an identity-of~s~nse· anapho~ refe~r)n• back to some. 
earl i er ACC SG N. Accordi ng to (31 the anaphor can be a· definite· pronoun, and 
according· to 15) such a pr·onaun ·wi 11 be +AN, but according to <4> ··ft 11i 11 not 
be reilized phonologically~ A! f or the ~odifi er, what the re111ainfng • · 
principl es , Cll and <2>, pr edict will depend · on the GE.NO and AN valuu of the 
pronoun. If the ·pronoun is FE11, ·· then <ll says it has ·a distinct ACC ·li°S for11, 
and <2> says that the ilodifier has the agreeing features ·~ASE1ACc, . ·GENO:_~EH, · 
and NUH:SG; these pred i ctions are veri fJed i n (6a)~ · · · 
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(6) -AN FEM aJda 'buckNheat'1 
a. Katero aJdo hofete? 'Which buckwheat do you want?' 
b. Hofea navadno ajdo. 'I want ordinary buckwheat,' 
c. HoEem navadno. •1 want ordinary,' 
If the pronoun is MASC, however, then (l) says that (since the pronoun is 
+AN, even for an inanimate referent) its form is GEN SG 1 and (2) says that the 
modifier has the agreeing features CASE1GEN, GEND:MASC, and NUM1SG; these 
predictions are verified in (7d), which contrasts with the ungrammatical (7cl 
- though (7c) is what we would expect from simplemindedly solving the 
,analogical equation (6bl 1 (6c) • (7b) : X. 
(7) -AN MASC Je!men 'barley': 
a. Kateri jefmen hofete? 'Which barley do you want?' 
b, Hofem navaden je~men. 'I want ordinary barley.' 
. c. •Hofe• navaden, 'I wa~t ordinary <=NOM).' 
d. HoEea navadnega. 1 1 want ordinary <=GEN>.' 
It is the form in (7d) that P&O identify as the OrphACC1 a MAS~ (but not 
FEM> SG modifier in the ACC (but not any other) ~ase which is •orphaned'~ 
that is, which is in combination with an empty N ~ and so has a ~pecial form, 
identical to the GEN. P&O's account of the OrphACC, which .I have sketched 
informally above, depends not only on having the principles (ll-!Sl {n 
Slovenian, but also on several assumptions about the interactions among these 
princJples, .. assumptions that were only implicit in my sketch. P&D, however, 
are quite eHplicit about these interactions, They assume three ordered 
transformations, which I paraphrase in (8)1 Pronominalization, corresponding 
to principle (3) but also incorporating a call on the lexicon, where P&O 
apparently assume principles (1), ACC P~ediction, and (Sl, Animacy Prediction, 
apply; Agreement,· corresponding to principle (2l; and Pronoun Deletion, 
corresponding to principle· (4). That is, pronouns are introduced as 
replacements for nominal, constituents, and Agreement is determined with 
respect to these pronouns rather than the NPs they replace; having done their 
Nork with respect to Agreement, the pronouns ar~ then deleted. 
(81 Pron~mlnalization, A ·nominal constituent identical in sense to an 
ant~cedent constituent is replaced by a definite pronoun, 
Agreement. A modifier agrees with its sister nominal constituent. 
Pronoun Deletion. A d~finite pronoun l~ .deleted when it is 
modified, · 
2. Comaonent interfaces I 
P&O's analy~is predicts the DrphACC very nicely, but it has four aspects 
that ·are, lo my ~ind at least, unsatisfactory. First, it seems to be 
intractably transformational; a nontransformational alternative is. to be 
preferred if at all possible, Second, it posits· a rule replacing anaphoric 
full NPs by pr~nounsi a step that is not easy to motivate even in, 
transformational frameworks. Third, it relies on parochial (that is, 
· lanfuage-particularl rule ordering; interaction~ predicted on universal 
principles are to be preferred wherever possible. Fourth, these parochial 
rule orderings include the stipulation that lexical insertion precedes 
Agreement: 'We are now proposing ·that the Orphan Accusativ~ arises from the 
application of the rule of Concord at the stage of derivations at which the 
underlying head noun has been replaced by a pronoun,' <P&O: 427) 
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Ordering lexical insertion before the syntactic rule,of Agreement is a 
particularly bad move, since lexical insertion lat least as P&O seem to 
understand it) makes available the full set of properties of lexical items: 
the values of features like AN, the choice or declensional paradigm, 
presumably even· the constituent morphemes within the item and its phonological 
properties. That is, this part of the analysis makes it impossible to 
maintain sharp interfaces between the components of syntax, morphology, and 
phonology; but see Zwicky and Pullum (1986) and references therein for 
arguments that .the autonomy of components should be maintained if at all 
possible, If the component boundary can be breached in this instance, then 
what sorts of interactions between syntax on the one hand and morphology and 
phonology on the other are excluded? 
Fortunately, P&O's analysis of Slovenian can be translated into one that 
is free of the unsatisfactory aspects of the original - indeed, one that is 
fully consistent with the phrase structure framework of generalized phrase 
structure grammar CGPSG; see Gazdar et al. 1985), In such a framework there is 
no rule of Pronominalization; rather, pronouns are distributed freely in 
syntactic structures, subject only to local restrictions on their occurrence 
(and of course to a nonsyntactic requirement, that they must be semantically 
interpretable), Among the pronouns of Slovenian is an empty N, which I will 
assume has the features N[+PRO, +DEF, +NULL]. This is no analytic iinovation, 
since empty constituents of several types are now assumed in virtually all 
frameworks for syntactic description, including 6PS6. There is then no Pronoun 
Deletion ·rule, but only principles distributing values of the feature NULL 
within branchings; one such principle disallows nominal constructs consisting 
of a C-NULLJ modifier and a [+NULL] head. 
The two aspects of their analysis that P&O treat as specifically lexical 
- ACC Pre.diction and Animacy Prediction - will be treated instead as syntactic 
principles, determining the values of CASE and AN, respettively, within a 
category on the basis of other features in that category (as Feature 
Co-octurrence Restrictions or Feature Specification Defaults, in the 
terminology of Gazdar et al. 1985), In particular, Animacy Prediction will 
require that an N with the features [+PRO, +DEFJ also has the feature C+ANJ. 
3. Covert ~rammatical categories I 
The Slovenian analysis is still not trouble-free, howev~i, since a family 
of problems surrounds the formulation of ACC Prediction. Thus far I have 
provided only ihformal characterizations of this principle, characte~izations 
in which the FEM ACC, the MASC 'animate ACC' that is identical in ·form to the 
SEN, and the 11ASC 'inanimate ACC' that is identical in form to the NOH are 
systematically treated both as instances of a single grammatical·category 
(ACC) and also as instances ~f three distinct grammatical categories IACC, 
GEN, NOM>. I will· argue that the correct analysis does, in effect, have it 
both ways, but it is clear that in a nontransformational framework we cannot 
literally assume that an ·•animate accusative' has both the feature CASE:ACC 
and thg feature CASE:6EN in its syntactic description, for that would be 
contradictory. I have elsewhere (in Zwicky 1986b) argue~ that multiple 
feature marking should be countenanced· in syntactic theory, - but for the 
purpose of distinquishing inherent fgatures from those imposed by rules of 
agreement or government, or of distinguishing imposition~ arising .fro~ 
"different sources, and I cannot see that these ·proposals are applicable·in the 
instance at hand. 
I will begin, then, by considering analyses that choose one or the other 
of these feature assignments in the syntax. My discussion will use data from 
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stahdard Russian rather than Slovenian (simply because I am more familiar with 
Russian>, but the main points are common to most, if not all, of the modern 
Slavic languages. 
First, however, some theoretical preliminaries. The feature AN is 
centrally involved in the discussion of sections 4 and 5. And it is important 
that AN is a cove-rt grammatical category in Russian, like CT (count versus 
massl, HUM (human versus nonhuman}, DEF, WH, and TR (transitive versus 
intransitive) in ,Engli~h. What these features share is a ~orphological 
propertyi the fact that they are not i~flectional, in a technical sense of 
that word: no inflectional rules (of the sort in Zwicky 19B5a} provide 
eKponents for them. In this regard they are unlike overt grammatical 
categories (for instance, CASE and NUM in Russian and English}. Covert 
categories are conveyed by wholesale distinctions, between lexical items l~b! 
versus i in English} or sometimes by derivational morphology las when 
derivation provides +TR verbs corresponding to -TRs, or vice versa}, and of 
course they are distinguishable via their different cooccurrence possibilities 
las when SG +CT Ns require an article in English while SG -CT Ns can occur 
without o~e). ,' But no, rule of inflectional morphology provides an exponent for 
a covert category. 
Within the framework of SPSG, overt categories in a lang'uage are head  
features in that language, subject to the Head Feature Conventiori IHFC); that  
is, the default is for the head constituent of a construct and the construct  
itself to share their values for such f~atures, Covert categories in a  
language, I should like to claim,, are never head features (though they can be  
GPSG foot features); this restriction on the role of covert categories in a  
grammar is similar in spirit to the prohibition in Zwicky l19B6b1 sec 4.3,  
citing Cooper L9B6} against having 'silent features' distributed by the HFC.  
In any event, one, important con.sequence, of the restriction is that! covert  
categories cannot participate in 'grammatical' agreement, since the Control  
Agreement Principle ICAP) of GPSS, which requires that certain sister  
constituents share their feature values, applies only to a subset of the head  
features in a language.  
II must stress here that which categories are overt and which covert is a 
parochial matter. Chinese has ni overt categories at all; (sex) GENO is 
covert in English but overt in Russian and many, other European languages; AN, 
HUM, and CT are covert in English and Russian but overt in Swahili ~nd many 
,other Bantu languages; and so on.) 
But why should I want to exclude covert c~tegories, like AN in Russian, 
from the set of head features and so'exempt them from the HFC and the CAP? 
Because I hope to constrain the feature~manipulating mechanisms of BPSG. The 
CAP and HFC together can have the effect of 'spreading' feature values 
throughout trees, both horizontally and vertically, from one .branching to 
another, whereas the Foot Feature Principle ·(the only comparable mechanism for 
foot feature~) is much more restricted in its effects, being essentially 
capable only of spreading a feature value jown,from the category in which it 
is introduced by rule. 
Now the combined power of the HFC and CAP is demonstrably needed for 
standard examples,of grammatical agreement (to link the head N of ~he subject 
to the head V of the predicate, for instance), but in the absence of 
compelling evidence this power should not be extended beyond its traditional 
domain, where only inflectional feature values - that is to say, overt , , 
categories - are spread. Otherwise, we predict the possibility of syntactic 
dependencies of all sorts between widely separat~d words; the appearance of a 
particular head Nin the ~ubJect (say, ~s09sCQQ or ~Y9sC, but not B!D9YiD, or 
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l~lt> 	might require that the head V belong to a particular conjugational class 
(say, the class with -~n past participles, so that k(i~k and•~~~~ would be 
permitted Us, but not lYm~ or lli~~). Such dependencies are logically
possible, but I do not believe they occur. 
4. Comeonent in_terfaces I l 
On to the facts of Russian, The ACC case is standardly described as 
occurring in a number of ·distinct syntactic constructions in the language; the 
list in (9) is extracted from Haltzoff (1984: 64-9). I assume here, without 
argument, that. the morphological feature of CASE is assigned in two steps, 
sketched in (10) and (11); (!0) assigns the GR (grammatical relation) DO · 
(direct object) as a default (other rules will assign other GRs in more 
specific contexts), and (11) assigns ACC as the default CASE for DOs· Cother 
rules will assign other cases, in particular GEN). Values of CASE are spread 
to modifiers as in (12), 
(9) a. Direct objects of most Vs 
b. 	 Objects of many Ps 1 including several that govern 
ACC in motional senses, PREP in locational senses 
c. Objects 	of the A lil~ 'be sorry for' 
d. Bare NP 	 expressions of extent (in time, distance, price, weight) 
(10) 	 The default value of GR for an NP daughter of UP or PP is DD. 
(11) 	 The default value of CASE for NP[GR:DOJ is ACC. 
(12) 	 The CAP (together with the HFC) requires that modifiers share 
the values of CASE, BEND, and NUM with their head Ns. 
( 13) 	 a. The ACC MASC SB form= the GEN form for +AN Ns 
b. the NOM form for -AN Ns 
C • The ACC NEUT SG form the NOM form 
d. FEM 	 SG Ns have distinct NOM, ACC, and GEN forms 
e. The 	 ACC PL form= the GEN form for +AN Ns 
f. 	 the NOM form for -AN Ns 
The question is now how the ACC Prediction fac.ts 1 su,mm·ari'zed in (13), 
should be incorporated into a syntactic description of Russian. I begin with 
the approach outlined in (14), which tak~~ quite literally the claims· in (13) 
that particular foras are identical to one another and so uses, in (14b), a 
mechanism of morphological descriptiori - the rule of refer~al, developed in 
Zwicky (1985a, b) - rather than syntactic mechanisms beyond (10)~(!2). On this 
analysis, the ACC SG modifiers ?!i[Q9Q and ?!i[Qf in (15) have.the forms they 
do because their head ~shave forms identical to the GEN and NOM, 
respectively. 
(14) 	 ACC Prediction is entirely a matter of morphological rules, which 
refer some realizations of ACC to NOM or GEN, 
a. CASE:ACC is determined as in (11). 
b, The r.ealization of GEND:MASC and NUH:SG for CASE:ACC is 
referred to tASE:6EN for +AN Ns, to CASE:NOM for -A Ns, 
c, 	 Modifiers agree with the categories that are morphologically 
realized on their head Ns. 
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(151 +AN MASC 'old cat• -AN MASC lold table' 
NOH starij kot 'staroe stol 
ACC starogo kota st'aroe stof 
SEN starogo kota starogo stola 
The analysis in (141 is a disaster from the theoretical point of view, 
Once again, the boundary between syntax and morphology would be breached. To 
get the right interaction between (14bl and (14cl, with morphological 
realization preceding Agreement, either morphological realization must take 
pl~ce in the syntactic component, or Agreement must·take place in the 
morphological component, or else the components as wholes must interact in 
exactly the opposite way from the one ordinarily assumed (in which syntactic 
rules are blind to the morphological composition of words, while morphological 
rules can be conditional on features distri~uted by syntactic rulesl, 
Fottunately for compohent interfaces, (14) is simply wrong on factual 
grounds, There are clear instances of referral rules for Russian Ns, and in 
general these rules have no consequences whatsoever for_the forms modifiers 
take,. Thus FEM Ns ending in palatalized consoriants have an ACC form that 
'coincides with' the NON (as Naltzoff (19B4: 35) so carefully phrases it>, but 
their modifiers nevertheless distinguish between ACC and NON, as in the left 
column of (16), And MASC Ns ending in! have the declensional forms of the 
corresponding FEHs, including an ACC SB distinct from the NOM and GEN, but (as 
Klenin (1983: 9) observes) their modifiers neverthe.less have syncretic 
realization, as in the right column of Jl6l, It is also true that indeclinable 
Ns nevertheless have modifiers with full sets of declensional forms (as in the 
I 
I 	
middle column of (1611 1 rather than an invariable form, as (151 would lead us 
to expect.' 
(16) · FEM 'old mothef' +AN MASC 'old attach'' +AN MASC 4 old unclel  
NOl1 staraja mat' stari j attde starij djadja  
ACC ·staruju mat"' starogo atta\e starogo djadju  
GEN. staroj materi starogo attale starogo djadi  
A variant of the analysis in (141 that requires no extraordinary 
component interfaces can be framed along the lines in (17), This approach 
allows a description of the facts in the first two columns of (16> - mit~ can 
have the value NOH (when its GR is SU> or the value ACC (when its GR is DOI in 
the synta~, and ttt!lt can have the ful( range of CASE values in the syntax -
but it founders on the right column, since a DO gj!~j- must receive the value 
ACC (so that its morphological realization can be distinct from the NOl1 and 
SEN> while its modifiers must receive the value GEN (because of their 
morphological re~lizations>, thus contradicting the requirement~ of Agreement. 
<17l ACC Predictirin i• managed b~ syntactic rules distributing the values 
NOM, ACC, and GEN for CASE for BR:DO NPs, 
a. 	 As in till, except that some Ns <according to their values of 
BEND and AN> require the values NOM or BEN for CASE, rather 
than ACC. 
b. Ai; in (12>. 
c, 	 Morphological forms are chosen on the basis of the values of 
CASE, 
5. Covert grammatical ~ateqoriei II 
I conclude that the correct account of ACC Prediction in Russian is more 
abstract than the ones in (14) and (17), which embody versions of the claim 
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that the CASE you see is the CASE you get. Consider instead the approach in 
(18), which uses a (more morphological) feature DECL distinct from a (more 
syntactic) feature CASE, Forms like starogo diadiu are no problem in this sort 
of· analysis. Both head and modifier are CASE:ACC and (because the N is 
6END1MASC and +AN) DECL:2, The N gJ!gJ- belongs to a morphologically 
exceptional subclass of Ns whose declensional forms are referred to t~e FEN, 
while the A !i\.i!!:- shows the default morphological forms-for a word of·'DECL:2 1 
including the referral of the ACC to the GEN, In a variant of this approach, 
outlined in (19l I the feature AN is appealed to directly. ' 
(18) 	 ACC Prediction is managed by syntactic rules ·distributing a. (purely 
morphological) feature DECL of declension class. 
a. 	 As in (11) 1 with other syntactic rules determining the values 
DECL11/2/3 on Ns according to their values of SEND and AN, 
b. 	 As in (12), except that modifier's also share the values. of 
DECL on N. 
i. 	 Morphological forms are chosen on the basis of the values of 
DECL. 
(19) 	 ACC Prediction is managed by syntactic rules distributing values of 
the !covert category) feature AN, 
a. As in !11). 
b. 	 As in (12) 1 except that modifiers also share the values of AN 
on N. 
c. 	 Morphological forms are chosen on the basis of the values of 
AN, 
From the theoretical point of vi.ew, both (18) and (1'1) are suspect, 
because they use the CAP and HFC to spread the covert categories DECL and AN, 
respectively - just the sort of use of noninflectional features that_I spoke 
against in section 3. (Note that DECL 1 despite its name, is not inflectional 
in the technical sense; it conditions the choice of inflectional rules, but 
itself has no inflectional exponent.) 
There are empirical problems as well,. resulting from the fact that in 
these analyses genitive and animate accusative Ns do not constitute a natural 
syntactic class, but are related to one another only in the morphology, As it 
happens, however, there is at least one place in Russian syntax where 
[CASE:ACC 1 GEND:MASC, +ANJ groups with [CASE:GENl and the other oblique cases 
(DAT, PREP, INSTR), as against the direct cases [CASE:NOMJ, [CASE:ACC, 
SEND:NEUTJ; [CASE1ACC, GEND:FEMJ, and CCASE:ACC, GEND:MASC, --Altl1 The cardinal 
number words 'two' through 'four 1 govern CASE:GEN and NUM1S6 within NPs in 
direct cases, but within NPs in oblique cases they agree in CASE and NUH1PL 
with their heads (see Zwicky (1985b: sec 6,3) for .a 6PS6 treatment of these 
and related facts), As .a result, 'three cats' looks throughly PL (as ~ell as 
genitive) in the ACC, while 'three tables' h~s a clearly 56 head in the ACC, 
as in (201. But to state the generalization about CASE and NUN government with 
cardinal number words, we need to treat the syncretic ACCs that look like GENs 
as forming a class with the true GENs, which is not possible with ,the 
assignment of features used in (18) or !19). 
!20) 	 NOH tri kota 'three cats• tri stola 'three tables' 
ACC trjox kotov tri stola 
GEN trjox kotov trjox stolov 
Clearly· we need to have it both ways, In some ways MASC S6 ACCs are 
distinct from 6ENs and NOMs, but in other ways th~ +AN ones are the same as 
GENs (and the -AN ones the same as NONsl. I propose to treat these 
cross-cuting assignments of forms to classes in the syntax as exactly parallel 
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to cross-cutting assignments of segments to classes in phonology. That is,  
11ill decompose the values of the feature CA.SE into sets of features, .thus  
splitting ACC into several subCASEs,  
As a formal move, this has all the advantages;bf the analysis in 118) 
using the feature DECL, but does not irivolve spreading a covert category and 
permits the direct/oblique distinction to be made fairly simply <a• in (23) 
below),. The proposal is outlined in (21), and the roles played by the new 
features, X and Y1. are specified by the rules in <22); note that 122cl says 
that the value of Vis closely related to, but not identical to, the value of 
AN. The rules in (22), together 11ith the morphological defaults in (21cl 1 
correctly describe all' of the facts about ACC Predictio.n listed earlier in· 
(13), 
(21) 	 ACC Prediction is managed by syntactic rules determining the values 
of X and Yin CASE of NCCASE:(ACC}J according to the N's 
values of GEND and AN; see 122), 
a, The default value of CASE for NPCGR1DOJ is CACC}; there are 
three subCASEs 1 CACC 1 +X, -Y> 1 CACC 1 -X, +V}, and 
{ACC, -X, -Y>, 
b, As in (12), 
c, 	 Morphologically, the defaults are for the first of these 
subCASEs to be realized via the distinctly ACC forms, 
the second by referral to BEN, and the third by referral 
to NOM, ' 
(22) 	 a. If N is NUM:S6, GEND1NEUT, CASE1CACC>,  
then it is CASE:<-X, -Y}, ·  
b, If N is NUM:S6 1 GEND:FEM 1 CASE:{ACC>,  
. then it is CAS~:(+X, -Y>. 
c, The default is for @AN, CASE:CACC) N to be CASE1C-X 1 @V}. 
123) The direct CASE~ are NDM and CACC, -Y>; all others are oblique, 
The deccimposition df CASEs into features, ~hich plays such an important 
role in my analy~is, is no cheap formal trick, Such• decomposition is called 
for in a large number of other instances, It is, I believe, the appropriate 
mechanism for stating that in Russian the prepositions alluded to in (9bl 
· govern either ACC or PREP, depending on their meaning; syntactically, ACC and 
PREP should share a feature (cal 1 it +SPAT!, so that the rule in question 
stipulates that objects of these.prepositions are +SPAT, the objects of other 
pr-positions being specified CASE1C+SPAT, +ACC} or CASE:C+SPAT 1 -ACC> or some 
other CASE entirely,, Presumably, decompositi~n of CASE is ~lso an appropriate 
methbd for dividing the CASEs of Russian into a direct and an oblique subset, 
+DBL being the default value of the feature 'in question, 
Feature d~composition of ·CASE is also the natural way to describe the 
marginal or sporadic CASEs of .many languages, for instance, PART and LDC in 
Russian·and what I will call !GEN in English, Russian PART is a special set of 
forms used with partitive meaning, and it ·is avai1able only for certain MASC 
nouns; 0ther11is.e BEN is used for partitives (Maltzoff 19841 2Bfl, Russian LDC 
is·a·special set of forms used with· locational meaning, and it is available 
only for certain MASC nouns serving as objects of the two prepositions~ and 
!!ii otherwise PREP is used for locationals (Maltzoff 1984: · 30fl. English !GEN 
is a special set of forms used with· predicate possessives and possessive
obje·cts of tlie preposition of <This book iJ mine, a book of minel, and it is 
available only for the personal pronouns; otherwise GEN is used for 
possessives. In each suth instance, we can say that the marginal CASE shares 
one feature 	with its d~fault counterpart but differs from it on another 
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feature: CASE:PART = CASE:(+GEN, +PART}, CASE:BEN = CASE:{+GEN, -PART}, for 
instance, Then if rules for the default CASE are stated in terms of the 
shared feature they will cover the marginal CASE as well, unless there is a 
stipulation specifically to the contrary, 
6, Concludin~ remarks 
To sum up: My proposal treats what are sometimes, rather awkwardly, 
called the •animate accusative' and 'inanimate accusative' of Russian,. 
Slovenian, and other Slavic languages (as opposed to the plain 'accusative' 
exhibited by FEM Sil N_s) as subCASEs of ACC, a move with parallels elsewhere in 
Russian and in many other languages, The analysis outlined i~ (21)-(23) then 
describes the facts of Russian without violating strong universal hypotheses 
about the interfacing of grammatical components and about the role of covert 
gr-mmatical categories in syntactic rule1, 
One lesson to be drawn from this discussion is that we must insist as 
much as possi~le on having precise statements of grammatical rules, located 
within an explicit framework of assumptions, Truly formidable analytic 
problems, as well as central issues of theory, may lie concealed within 
informal statements like the Slovenian ACC Prediction rule in (!) or its more 
detailed Russian counterpart in (13), And traditional scholarship may gi-.ve 
little hint of these complexities: 'It is a curious fact that questi~ns ~f 
grammatical agreement which often baffle the non-native speaker tend to be 
treated in an offhand manner in Russian grammars and have not attracted much· 
scholarly attention to date,' (Crockett 1976: I) 
Another lesson is that it is easy to underestimate the extent of 
grammaticization in particular languages, and indeed in Language, The first 
andlyses I considered for Russian. were attractive largely because, they 
embodied the principle that the CASE you see is the CASE you get., a principle 
that directly reflects the central sound-meaning function of systems of 
agreement, according to which phonological identity signals grammatical 
relationship. It might be that systems of agreement arise, both 
diachronically and ontogenetically, to serve this function directly. But it 
seems .that they become grammaticized, indeed syntactified, with lightning 
speed. Despite occasional appearances to the contrary, agreement systems di 
not seem to involve phonological or morphological copying, but instead are 
universally matters of syntactic feature -sharing - a position 'that is in fad 
assumed without argument in the thoughtful crosslinguistic survey of agreement 
phenomena by Moravcsik (1978), 
The evidence from Slavic suggests that fairly complex systems of 
grammatical agreement can be remarkably stable, once est~blished through the 
side-effects of phonological change,. through Language contact~ or whatever. 
will not speculate on the historical origins of ACC Prediction in Slavic, a 
topic with a rich literature of its own. What is important here is that the 
outcome of these events is a synchronic system that might be to some degree 
marked but (like the other complex agreement systems discussed ·b"y Pt!l"lum 
(1984)) is nevertheless fully consistent with the requirements of universal 
grammar - which is to say that the system provides an excellent place in which 
to explore the consequences of particular theoretical hypotheses, such as 
those concerning component interfaces, covert grammatical categories, and the 
internal structure of syntactic features like CASE, 
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